
Cuba is forging a surprising future as the eco-capital of the Caribbean,
with booming organic urban agriculture, and dynamic environmental
education projects, writes Paddy Woodworth

system for keeping training lines taut for
tomatoes, or even – recorded by McKibben –
pyramidal greenhouses to “focus energy”.

Since the raised beds are so obviously produc-
tive, I wonder, why is about a fifth of Los Mineros
given over to level bed production? Orlando’s
answer is shockingly simple: they cannot find
enough scrap bricks, or old railway sleepers, to
make more beds. Later, I came across a grim con-
sequence of this shortage of the most basic goods
in today’s Cuba. A small organopónico tended by
schoolchildren to provide nutritious meals had
created raised beds using the only material to
hand: corrugated asbestos.

Up at street level at Los Mineros, María Luisa is
selling the garden’s produce to a steady trickle of
evidently satisfied customers from the barrio.
Her marriage to Orlando has lasted 40 years
(“still going strong”, I am assured happily by both
of them). Onions, spinach, Swiss chard, tomatoes,
radishes and herbs are set out on her small stall.
They come in robust sizes and mouth-watering
colours, at variable prices to which the state sets
an upper limit. Orlando whispers to me that they
sell below their own prices to people who they
know can’t afford them.

The organopónicos were born out of necessity,
in modern Cuba’s hungriest hour, when lucky
people ate two meals a day and others subsisted
on sugar and water. The fall of the Soviet Union
and its allies in the late 1980s deprived Havana of
a generous market for its sugar and a source of
cheap imports, especially oil, as well as nitrate
fertilisers. The Clinton administration then tight-
ened the screws on the US blockade, in place
since the early 1960s. This policy, much harsher

than any boycott ever imposed on apartheid
South Africa, is regarded as illegal by several in-
ternational bodies, and also isolates Cuba from
Washington’s Latin American trading partners.
Cuba faced starvation and collapse in this grim
new era, euphemistically named the “Special
Period in Time of Peace”.

Organic gardening on a massive scale proved a
key factor in keeping the Cubans on their feet.
According to Bill McKibben, no fan of Castro’s,
the country has “created what may be the world’s
largest model of semi-sustainable agriculture,
one that relies far less than the rest of the world
does on oil, on chemicals, on shipping vast quanti-
ties of food back and forth”. Last year, Havana
alone grew 300,000 tons of food, “nearly its
entire vegetable supply, and more than a token
amount of rice and meat”. Rabbits, chickens,
sheep, pigs, and even fish, can be found in some
urban market gardens.

The organopónicos pay their workers well,
too, a crucial point in maintaining their output as
Cuba has again become more prosperous.
Opening the doors to mass tourism was the
major element in Cuba’s current economic reviv-
al. This renewed (but very relative) prosperity,
however, has come at a high price in terms of
twisting rewards for labour right out of shape. A
waiter or a taxi-driver can now easily earn more
in tips in a single day than a doctor can earn in a
month. Only the most dedicated professionals
can resist that kind of temptation, and the brain-
drain towards the resorts is frightening.

As a worker at an organopónico, however, you
can earn, with the help of a generous profit-shar-
ing scheme, twice as much as a middle-ranking

civil servant. The movement is also closely tied
into Cuba’s still excellent educational and health
services, which are Castro’s greatest achieve-
ments and the envy of most developing (and
some developed) countries. Each market garden
is linked to a kindergarten, hospital, or old
people’s home, and must supply fresh food
directly at rock-bottom prices before calculating
its profits.

Most organopónicos are state-owned, but very
small ones may be private. Yvonne Otero Cruz
has packed the patio of her substantial colonial-
style house in Santa Clara with exotic plants for
interior decoration. She also creates a marvellous
variety of decorations from dried flowers in a
cramped attic. The very existence of any market
for her products underlines the fact that happier
days have returned to the town. The state has
honoured her with recognition as a model produc-
er at national level, but strict restrictions on entre-
preneurship mean that most of her sales happen
in her own handsome hallway. Her aged
grandfather sits here in a rocking chair, reading
his Bible, happily oblivious to a visit from local
dignitaries, a foreign scientist and this reporter.

The Marianas organopónico is at the other
extreme from Yvonne’s patio, employing 50 work-
ers in small teams, each responsible for about 90
of the centre’s 532 raised beds, or for its extensive
fruit plantations and compost facility, whose pro-
duce is distributed to local farms. The entire site
had to be cleared, by machete, of marabú, a
thorny alien invasive plant from Africa which in-
fests a disturbingly large proportion of the island.

The director of Las Marianas, Mirella Reyes,
walks me proudly through yet another piece of
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